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The Yurii Lawrynenko Archive
Katia Shraga-Davidenko
W
o r k in g wi t h ar c hive s fo r man y y ear s, I am 
still amazed at how, all at once, history 
begins to develop from an unorganized
bulk of papers. In this case, it was the story of the
life of Yurii Lawrynenko - a writer, literary theorist 
and critic, historian, editor, political and social 
journalist, and prominent figure of the Ukrainian 
emigration. He was a very charismatic person, 
a real man on a mission, boundlessly devoted 
to his work. His archive is a unique record of a 
whole epoch and its value is hard to exaggerate. 
To borrow the language of literature, one could 
say that some archives are short stories, some are 
novels or poems; the Lawrynenko archive is an epic.
The archive is physically large: 89
archival boxes of papers, photographs, and 
audio tapes. There are materials in three 
languages—Ukrainian, Russian, and English— 
that range in date from the 1880s to the 1980s.
The bulk of the collection consists of Yurii 
Lawrynenko's professional and personal 
correspondence, manuscripts, research notes, and 
printed materials. There are also photographs, 
documents, diaries, notebooks, memoirs, and 
audio materials. In addition, there are extensive 
files (including documents and editorial materials) 
from the major Ukrainian publications in Germany 
and the United States (Ukrains'ka Literaturna Hazeta, 
Literaturno-Naukovyi Zbirnyk, et al.), and from 
“Slovo,” the Ukrainian writers' organization. The 
collection contains unpublished and previously 
unknown original manuscripts by Lawrynenko 
and other prominent Ukrainian authors. A 
large part of the collection consists of printed 
materials, including books, brochures, rare serial 
publications, and periodicals from Ukraine and 
from the Ukrainian diaspora in Germany, the 
United States, and Canada. All these materials 
document the life and work of Yurii Lawrynenko 
as well as the formation and development of the 
literary, cultural, and social life of the Ukrainian 
diaspora in Germany and the United States.
Ivan Koshelivets' has this to say about the 
memoirs of Yurii Lawrynenko: “It is not simply a 
chronicle of his life, but also an account of the cultural
and social life of the diaspora [...] It is a contribution 
to the biography of a generation.”1 These words 
could be applied to the Lawrynenko archive as 
well. This collection is an immensely rich resource 
for the study of this generation, the generation 
that kept Ukrainian culture and the Ukrainian 
national idea alive in exile. Dmytro Chyzhevs'kyi, 
Ivan Bahrianyi, Vasyl' Barka, Iurii Sherekh, Ivan 
Koshelivets', Iosyp Hirniak, and Hryhorii Kytastyi 
are just a few of the artists, writers, political leaders, 
and intellectuals whose correspondence with Yurii 
Lawrynenko is preserved here. Scholars will be 
able to research many subjects in the archive. There 
are original manuscripts by Teodosii Os'machka, 
George S. N. Luckyj, poets of the New York Group, 
and other prominent authors; autobiographies 
written by activists of the Ukrainian Revolutionary 
Party; playbills from the Iosyp Hirniak Theater 
Studio; circular letters from Radio Liberty; editorial 
materials from Ukrains'ka Literaturna Hazeta, 
and Literaturno-Naukovyi Zbirnyk; and the files 
of the Ukrainian writers' association “Slovo.”
Processed and described in accordance with 
professional standards, the Yurii Lawrynenko 
papers greatly expand the Ukrainian holdings 
of the Bakhmetieff Archive. They will bring even 
more scholars working in the fields of Ukrainian 
culture and history to Columbia University.
Since Ukraine became an independent country, 
interest in Ukrainian emigre life has increased. 
There is every sign that this interest will increase 
dramatically in the coming years, both in Ukraine 
and elsewhere. I think that now is the time to create 
a unified database of Ukrainian emigre holdings, 
making them available everywhere through 
the virtual reality of the twenty-first century. 
This might take shape as a collaborative inter­
institutional project of the Ukrainian Academy 
of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., the Shevchenko 
Scientific Society, and Columbia University.
In conclusion, I would like to announce that the 
collection of the personal papers of Yurii Lawry-
1. Ivan Koshelivets', “Spohad pro spohady,” Introduction to 
Chorna purha ta inshi spomyny by Iurii (Jurij) Lawrynenko, 
i-vi. Suchasnist', 1985. Henceforth bibliographic references to 
Lawrynenko will cite the author as Iurii Lavrinenko.
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nenko, “an outstanding and brilliant figure, who 
was productive in the creative life of two continents, 
whose life doesn't fit any simple pattern of the artist 
adapting himself to alien soil,”2 is now open to 
researchers. Its description is available online: http:// 
www.columbia.edu/cu/libraries/inside/projects/ 
findingaids/scans/pdfs/Lawrynenko_Jurij.pdf.
Upper row, left to right: Oleksa Lawrynenko, eldest brother; Prokhir Masiuk, eldest sister Hania's husband; Teodos' 
Lawrynenko, brother; middle row, left to right: Oksana Dyvnych-Lawrynenko, mother; Nastunia Lawrynenko, 
youngest sister; Andriian Lawrynenko, father; bottom row, left to right: Lesia, Hania, and Marusia Lawrynenko, 
sisters
2. Tetiana Shestopalova. “Characteristics and Particu­
lar Features of Yurii Lawrynenko's Critical Thinking,” 
lecture presented at the Harriman Institute, Columbia 
University, New York, February 2007.
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Kharkiv-Paris-Kharkiv:
Yurii Lawrynenko's Anthology Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia
Mark Andryczyk
T
han k you fo r invi t in g me to t he sy m pos i u m 
“Yurii Lawrynenko: Path and Legacy” and 
allowing me to say a few words about Mr. 
Lawrynenko in conjunction with the addition of 
his personal papers to the Bakhmeteff Archive. I 
will begin by sharing with you something I have 
observed while teaching Ukrainian literature in 
North America and in Ukraine in the last few 
years. During classes in contemporary Ukrainian 
literature that I have taught (and am presently 
teaching here at Columbia), I discuss with my 
students the 1971 contraband, samvydav (samizdat) 
almanac Skrynia (The Chest) ; it was produced by 
the 1970s Lviv underground intellectual scene, 
which included such influential Ukrainian cultural 
figures such as Hryts'ko Chubai, Mykola Riabchuk 
and Oleh Lysheha, among others. When I pass 
around a republished version of the journal in 
class, my students have difficulty grasping the fact 
that appearing in, being associated with and even 
reading this literary journal (which was mostly 
apolitical, emphasizing, aesthetic freedom above 
all else) had led to harassment by the state and 
persecution in the Soviet Union—and that such 
a si tu a t i o n e x i st e d in Uk raine on ly a few de c a d e s 
ago. The idea of a few poems, a short story and a 
translation having such a potential society-altering 
force and, therefore, posing a threat to government 
authority, is difficult for students to imagine, today, 
in twenty-first-century Toronto, New York and 
Lviv.
My talk today is entitled “Kharkiv—Paris—
Kharkiv: Yurii Lawrynenko's Anthology Rozstriliane 
Vidrodzhennia” and I want to focus on the path that 
this publication, and its contents, have traveled in 
the last 90 years or so—beginning with the genesis, 
of the l iterary works that the compilation contains (in 
1920s Kharkiv [and Kyiv]), through the anthology's 
publication in Paris in 1959, and finally, to its return 
to Ukraine—now a post-Soviet one. And because we 
have assembled here this afternoon on the occasion 
of the archiving of a series of personal papers and 
documents, I would like to steer my talk towards 
reflecting upon the meaning—the resonance—of
documents and anthologies of a past time in the 
present day.
Kharkiv I
The year 1926. Soviet Ukrainian Literature 
is beginning to enter its most purple patch. Yurii 
Lawrynenko is a twenty-one year old student 
studying literature at the Kharkiv Institute 
of People's Education. Later, he works at the 
Kharkiv Shevchenko Scientific Research Institute 
and produces his first works of literary criticism, 
choosing to focus on the poetry of Vasyl' Elan- 
Blakytnyi, Vasyl' Chumak and Pavlo Tychyna. 
Thus, at the beginning of the 1930s, we have a 
young man living in Kharkiv, surrounded by
the energy of rebirth and a vision of progress in
Ukrainian culture—a culture being created by 
intellectuals who are a few years older than he. We 
have this young man beginning his professional life 
as an analyst of the cultural achievements of this 
exciting period. In 1934, during Stalin's assault on 
this culture, Lawrynenko is imprisoned and, from 
1935 to 1939, he is incarcerated in a concentration 
camp established above the Artic circle, in Siberia. 
Upon his release, he travels on a path that leads him 
continually farther West—Kyiv, Lviv, Austria—and 
finally, in 1950, Yurii Lavrynenko emigrates to the 
United States.
Memoirs written by two of Lawrynenko's 
contemporaries, fellow emigres Hryhorii Kostiuk 
and Iurii Shevelov (aka Iurii Sherekh), describe 
Ukrainian intellectual life in Ukraine, in displaced 
persons camps and in the United States. In their 
memoirs, both writers recall Lawrynenko's 
characteristic and enduring Romantic notion of a 
bright future for the Ukrainian nation and the grand 
plans that he would dream up in order to achieve 
this goal.1
1. See Hryhorii Kostiuk, Zustrichi i proshchannia: spohady 
(knyha druha) (Edmonton and Toronto: CIUS Press, 1987), 
228 and Iurii Sherekh, “Z povisty pro dvokh Iurkiv,” in Po- 
rohy i zaporizhzhia vol. 2 (Kharkiv: Folio, 1998), 345-356.
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Paris
Living in New York City, Lawrynenko expends 
almost two years of dedicated work compiling the 
anthology Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia: Antolohiia 1917­
1933 (The Executed Renaissance: An Anthology 
1917-1933)2. Published in 1959, in France, by 
Poles, and printed in Germany, the anthology 
places Ukrainian literature of the 1920s within the 
European cultural space, a development that had 
brutally been denied it by the Stalinist regime of the 
recent past.
The anthology features twenty-six poets, seven 
prose writers, two dramatists and eight essayists, 
and excludes any literary work that had been 
published in a censored form in the Soviet Union;
it also omits any literature written by Ukrainian
emigres in the West. Thus, the 1959 anthology 
offered not a representation of Ukrainian literature 
as it existed at the middle of the twentieth century 
but, instead, provided a sampler of literature that 
had been written over a quarter century earlier. In 
the volume's introduction, Yurii L awrynenko reveals
2. Iurii Lavrinenko, Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia: Antoholohiia
1917-1933. Poeziia-proza-drama-esei (Paris: Instytut Liter-
acki, 1959).
that the phrase “Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia” (The 
Executed Renaissance) had already been coined 
by him in 1944; he conveys great frustration at 
the world's ignorance of this period in Ukrainian 
cultural history and then expresses his relief that 
this ignorance was finally being addressed in a 
publication. At the outset, and throughout the 
anthology, Lawrynenko blames Moscow's imperial 
ambitions for orchestrating the violent silencing 
of Ukraine's leading creative talents. In essence, 
Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia is a collection of literary 
works (many copies of which had been previously 
unpublished and, therefore, self-typed) that had 
been provided by a circle of Ukrainian intellectuals 
now living in the West and culled from their personal 
collections—the very same literary works that, 
practically and symbolically, had led to the exile of 
these women and men from their homeland.
Each writer featured in the anthology is given 
a brief introduction by Lawrynenko, providing 
biographical facts, bibliographic information 
and a timeline paralleling the first appearance of 
the featured literary works with events leading 
up to the eventual, complete take-over of Soviet
literature by the State. These introductions also




Iurii Lawrynenko, Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia: Antolohiia 1917­
1933, Poeziia-proza-drama-essei (Paris: Instytut Literacki, 1959). 
This small pocketbook edition was designed for unofficial, free 
distribution in Ukraine. It was smuggled into the country and dis­
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offer brief critiques by Lawrynenko of the featured 
writer's work. For example, in his introduction to 
prose writer Valerian Pidmohyl'nyi, Lawrynenko 
points out that the writer's style had first changed 
from ethnographic naturalism and impressionism 
to expressionism in his early works and then 
eventually to realism in his later, longer prose 
works.3 Lawrynenko lauds the sober scepticism of 
Pidmohyl'nyi's prose but criticizes his first novel, 
Misto (The City), for providing what Lawrynenko 
believes may be a censored ending to the novel. 
Lawrynenko expresses his belief that a city brings 
out the worst in a Ukrainian villager and he faults 
Pidmohyl'nyi for presenting the novel's hero, at 
its conclusion, as having ‘conquered' the city and 
having made it his own. But this very theme, I 
believe, is an essential element in Pidmohyl'nyi's 
long prose—his works reflect the conflict that ensued 
as Ukrainianization (and Ukrainians) began to 
establish itself in the urban centers of 1920s Ukraine. 
Lawrynenko offers a more favourable review of 
Pidmohy'lnyi's subsequent novel Nevelychka Drama 
(A Little Touch of Drama), praising the work for 
harshly depicting the emotionless, new Soviet man 
of the future being constructed by the State at that 
time. This theme is certainly present in Nevelychka 
Drama, but I believe that it is the clash between 
idealism and reality and the exploration of the role 
of art in buffering that collision that are central to 
that novel. And in Nevelychka Drama, the presence 
of Ukrainianization in the city, the possibility of it 
being fashionable and desirable for a young city- 
dweller in 1920s Soviet Ukraine, is a topic that is 
significant in Pidmohyl'nyi's later works.
In another introduction featured in the 
anthology, Lawrynenko, similarly, but less directly, 
criticizes futurist poet Mykhail' Semenko's 
experimental poetry as being full of “urban motifs, 
instead of dreamy, personal lyricism,” describing 
it as a poetry that “demonstrates itself loudly and 
publicly from within the din of cafes and streets.”4 
Lawrynenko, however, correctly points out that 
such form was essential to Semenko's creativity and 
ultimately recognizes the poet's “free bohemian 
spirit” and its influence on Ukraine's young creative 
talents. Introductions to Pavlo Tychyna and Mykola 
Bazhan (and, to a lesser extent, Iurii Ianovs'kyi) are 
quite biting, making sure to mention the various 
government accolades reeled in by these men as 
their careers as official Soviet scribes evolved.
Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia concludes with 
an essay by Lawrynenko entitled, “Literatura
3. Ibid., 443-447.
4. Ibid., 110-111.
vitaismu" (Literature of Vitalism). In it, he 
discusses a particular, Ukrainian form of evil, 
which is characterized by jealousy, egocentrism, 
apathy and a Little-Russian mindedness, and 
compares it to its Russian variety; he then looks at 
the relationship between the two nations through 
this prism. Lawrynenko does not blame the 
Russian people for aggression towards Ukraine but, 
instead, the Russian imperial ambitions propagated 
and enforced by their leaders. He then proceeds 
to break down the fifteen years of the period he 
designates as the Executed Renaissance into four 
phases and then proclaims that a consequential, fifth 
period in Ukrainian literature, from 1934 to 1959, 
produced no literary works of merit. He concludes 
the anthology by implying that this Renaissance 
was never really executed, and that it lives on. His 
anthology, no doubt, was an effort to help realize 
that assertion.
In a 1999 essay, George Grabowicz wrote that 
the term ‘Executed Renaissance' cannot be used to 
refer to all of the writers included in the anthology 
as they all eventually suffered different fates.5 
According to Grabowicz, the term cannot function 
as a register of who was politically repressed at 
that time. In the end, however, Grabowicz states 
his understanding that the ‘death' implied in the 
title ‘Executed Renaissance,' refers to the execution 
of a movement in literature, and not necessarily to 
individuals. And this, I believe, provides a key to 
understanding the anthology's value and purpose 
today.
Nineteen hundred fifty-nine was also the 
year of Lawrynenko's important essay “Literatura 
merezhovo'i sytuatsi'i" (Literature of a Borderline 
Situation), which opened an issue of the Paris- 
based, Polish intellectual journal Kultura (the journal 
responsible for the anthology's publication).6 In this 
essay, Lawrynenko examines the conflict that an 
Eastern soul (the Ukrainian soul) encounters when 
facing evil and utilizes the biographies of four writers 
from the generation of his expertise to illustrate 
his thesis of sacrifice. According to Lawrynenko, 
Pavlo Tychyna risked dancing with the devil and,
5. Hryhorii Hrabovych, “‘Kobzar,' ‘Kameniar' i ‘Dochka
Prometeia': ukrains'ki literaturoznavchi paradyhmy ta lkhni 
pidteksty,” in Do istorii ukrains’koi literatury (Kyiv: Krytyka,
2003), 588-589.
6. The essay was originally published in Polish as Jurij 
Lawrynenko, “Literatura sytuacji pogranicznych,” trans. 
Gustaw Herling-Grudzinski Kultura 3 (1959): 5-17. I am 
referencing a Ukrainian-language version of the essay pub­
lished as Iurii Lavrinenko, “Literatura mezhovoi sytuatsii,” in 
Prostir svobody: ukraina na shpal’takh paryz’koi ‘Kultury, ed. 
Bogumila Berdychowska (Kyiv: Krytyka, 2005), 377-397.
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Yurii Lawrynenko on an illegal visit to Kharkiv after his release from the camp in Norilsk, 1939.
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as a result, was transformed from a poet into a 
commissar. Mykola Khvyl'ovyi himself induced 
physical death (his 1933 suicide) in order to escape 
a spiritual death. Mykola Kulish, incarcerated for 
many years, slowly suffered towards his eventual 
salvation. And, finally, Teodosii Os'machka dis­
guised his strength as a weakness (by escaping 
towards insanity) in order to survive.
Yurii Lawrynenko died in New York City 
in 1987, just as many, previously-banned works 
of Ukrainian literature begin to appear in Soviet 
Ukraine.
its influence on the formation of the shestydesiatnyky 
(the 1960s generation of Ukrainian intellectuals).10 
In fact, as Polish literary scholar Ol'ha Hnatiuk 
cleverly worded it, “after the shestydesiatnyky were 
introduced to the Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia, they 
were no longer led by the Party but by Clarinets 
of the Sun.”11 Mel'nykiv also sees Rozstriliane 
Vidrodzhennia as being “a baton of the spirit—of the 
lively, young, strong, vitalist spirit of rebirth” and 
proclaims that “writers in independent Ukraine 
look for the foundations of their identity in the 
aesthetic excursions of the ‘Red' Renaissance.”12
Kharkiv II
Today the term rozstriliane vidrodzhennia 
shows up quite often during discussions of 
Ukrainian literature in Ukraine. For example, in 
a recent interview writer (and Bu-Ba-Bu member) 
Oleksandr Irvanets' recalls that information about 
the anthology Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia was 
slowly passed along throughout underground 
intellectual circles in mid-1980s Ukraine.7 Now the 
works featured in Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia have 
“returned” to Ukraine—the anthology has been 
republished there several times. Consequently, the 
anthology has lately become the subject of literary 
criticism and book reviews.
Reviewing the republished anthology, and 
reporting on its launch in Kyiv in 2002, the journal 
Literatura Plius mentions that the anthology was 
lauded as being “an example of the high level and 
good taste of its compiler,” but also criticizes today's 
publishers of the anthology for not correcting 
inaccuracies in the original publication which, they 
explain, Lawrynenko could not have known about, 
but which can now be researched.8 Another review 
of the anthology refers to it as “a marvelous book 
which provides live recollections of those that been 
forced to be silent” and “a qualified illumination 
of the creative work of forty authors presented at 
an appropriate philosophical level.”9 Rostyslav 
Mel'nykiv, a young scholar based in Kharkiv, who 
specializes in Ukrainian literature of the 1920s, 
mentions the anthology's importance in the history 
of Ukrainian literature and culture and points out
7. Iurii Andrukhovych, Oleksandr Irvanets', Viktor Neborak,
“Iak vono bulo. interview by Vasyl' Gabor, in Bu-Ba-Bu ’
(Iurii Andrukhovych, Oleksandr Irvanets', Viktor Neborak):
Vybrani tvory: poeziia, proza, ese'tstyka (L'viv: Pryvatna 
kolektsiia, 2007), 15.
8. Literatura plius 4 (39) 2002.
9. Smoloskyp ukramy 5 (82) 2002.
Conclusion
The chief importance of Rozstriliane Vid- 
rodzhennia, when it was published in 1959, was its 
success in organizing, introducing and making 
available to the public the wonderfully diverse 
literary works of an entire generation of Ukrainian 
writers. By no means disregarding the need 
to disclose the horrific political circumstances 
surrounding these intellectuals and the obligation 
to memorialize their tragic fates, it is the very act of 
re-introducing these important literary works into 
the stream of Ukrainian literature (albeit outside 
Ukraine) that was the anthology's greatest value.
So then, what is the value of the anthology 
today, after the texts on its pages have, for the 
most part, reappeared in other publications and 
have been made available inside and outside of 
Ukraine? What is its significance for those students 
of Ukrainian literature, whom I mentioned at the 
beginning of my talk?
First, I believe that the publication of the 
anthology by Kultura (the first time that Kultura had 
ever published an all-Ukrainian language book), 
interestingly enough, was a precursor to the close 
relations between Ukrainian and Polish literati 
that we have come to see in Ukraine in recent 
years. From the activism of certain members of the 
Polish literary scene in introducing contemporary
10. Rostyslav Mel'nykiv, “Estafeta dukhu Vidrodzhennia,” 
Smoloskyp ukramy 7 (84) 2002.
11. Ol'ha Hnatiuk, “Sto rokiv samotnosti,” Dzerkalo ty- 
zhnia No 26 (605), 8-14 July 2006. page. The phrase is a 
pun borrowing the titles of two poetry collections by Pavlo 
Tychyna. Soniachni Klarnety (Clarinets of the Sun, 1918) was 
Tychyna's first collection; in it, he established his own poetic 
style, clarinetism. Partiia vede (The Party Leads, 1934) was 
Tychyna's second collection of poetry written in the official, 
socialist realist style. It was published shortly after the writer 
capitulated to the Soviet regime.
12. Mel'nykiv, “Estafeta dukhu Vidrodzhennia.”
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Ukrainian literature to the Polish (and consequently, 
German, and perhaps, other) reader, to the support 
provided by Polish intellectuals during the Orange 
Revolution, relations between Polish and Ukrainian 
intellectuals have been quite helpful in extending 
the reach of Ukrainian literature. The anthology 
Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia was an early example of 
the fruitfulness of such cooperation.
But, I believe that the anthology's greatest value 
is in its acting as a “mark of an era.” It is a snapshot, 
a fi xa t i on of t he dy nami c an d t he co n c ern s of a 
time that is no longer. A few years ago I had the 
opportunity to visit the Kharkiv Literature Museum. 
Life-size photo cut-outs of the main figures of the 
1920s Ukrainian cultural scene, taken from a well- 
known VAPLITE13 meeting photo, are what greet 
you when you enter the museum's main room. 
Thus, the piercing, direct stare of the cross-legged 
Khvyl'ovyi and the barely-hidden smirk of writer 
Maik Iohansen surround a visitor to the museum 
as he/she examines the manuscripts, original 
publications, photos and personal documents of 
these men. This is the same feeling I get when I flip 
through the pages of Yurii Lawrynenko's anthology 
(and will undoubtedly experience when I look at 
the photos and letters of his archive). What these 
artefacts and publications do is provide you with 
a sen s e of t he im po r t an c e tha t l i t era tu re he ld fo r 
Ukrainian existence at that time—an importance 
that inevitably faded when Ukraine gained its 
independence.
Yurii Lawrynenko introduced the term 
rozstriliane vidrodzhennia into today's Ukrainian 
lexicon—the term has an almost pop-cultural status 
among educated Ukrainians. However, reading 
and re-reading the anthology today, d espite the 
sad biographical facts contained therein, one 
gets a sense not so much of a negative resonance 
associated with execution and death. What 
pokes through, instead, is the vigor of vitalism, 
of clarinetism. Notwithstanding the fact that 
Rozstriliane Vidrodzhennia's publication in 1959 was 
necessitated by tragic events in Ukrainian history, it 
nonetheless is a book of positive energy. Today, it 
offers the reader an authentic glimpse into a period 
of immense creativity in Ukraine, though the eyes of 
a man who was one of its participants and perhaps 
its most devoted caretaker.
Blakytnyi-Ellan:Biohrafi chno-krytychnyi narys (Kharkiv, 1929),
one of Yurii Lawrynenko's earliest works of literary criticism, pub­
lished in Ukraine as a research project while he was still a graduate 
student. Inscribed by the author to his sister Mariia and her friend 
Oleksa.
14. VAPLITE (Vil'na akademiia proletarskoi literatury [Free 
Academy of Proletarian Literature]) was a writers' organiza­
tion which existed in Kharkiv between 1925 and 1928. Liter­
ary works by many of its members are featured in Rozstriliane 
Vidrodzhennia.
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Yurii Lawrynenko:
In the Shadow of His “Epoch-Defining" Anthology
Marko Robert Stech
F
or a contemporary reader of Ukrainian litera­
ture the name of Yurii Lawrynenko almost 
inevitably brings to mind one title: Rozstriliane 
vidrodzhennia1 (The Executed Renaissance), an 
extensive compendium of poetry, prose, drama, 
and essays written in Ukraine between 1917 and 
1933, originally published by Lawrynenko in 1959. 
To some extent, it is not surprising that this author's 
numerous other works remain in the shadow of this 
very popular collection. Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia 
belongs to a select number of anthologies that have 
played a particularly significant, “epoch-defining" 
role in the history of Ukrainian literature, and 
whose influence on the formulation of the Ukrainian 
literary canon proved both decisive and enduring.
Among a considerable number of anthologies 
and readers, compiled and published in the twentieth 
century outside of Ukraine by emigre scholars 
and writers, two publications especially deserve 
to be designated as belonging to this prestigious 
category. Lawrynenko's book is one; the second is 
Koordynaty2 (Co-ordinates, 1969), the two-volume 
anthology of “contemporary Ukrainian poetry in 
the West," compiled and edited by Bohdan Boychuk 
and Bohdan Rubchak. This excellent anthology 
defined, legitimized, and preserved for readers and 
literary historians the legacy of Ukrainian emigre 
poetry written at the time when in Ukraine itself the 
all-powerful dogma of socialist realism, rigorously 
enforced by the Soviet regime, transformed the 
cultural and literary landscape into a wasteland 
where only officially sanctioned, artistically 
mediocre, if not completely substandard, textual 
renditions of government propaganda directives 
were allowed to exist. By contrast, the selection of 
poems featured in Koordynaty, complemented by 
Rubchak and Boychuk's first-rate critical essays
1. Iurii Lavrinenko, Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia: Antolohiia 
1917-1933: Poeziia - proza - drama - esei (Paris: Instytut
Literacki, 1959).
2. Bohdan Boichuk and Bohdan T. Rubchak (eds.), Koordy- 
naty: Antolohiia suchasnoi ukrains’koi poezii na zakhodi. 2 
vols. (Suchasnist', 1969).
about the individual authors, documented the 
existence of an entirely different community of 
Ukrainian poets in the West and their sophisticated 
and stylistically diverse creative output. Following 
the publication of this anthology, Ukrainian emigre 
literature, demonized and marginalized by the 
Soviet literary establishment, could no longer be 
dismissed or ignored, and it became apparent that 
the actual Ukrainian poetic canon of the 1930s-60s 
could never be limited to the prosodic exercises 
recorded on paper by the socialist-realist “engineers 
of human souls." In independent Ukraine of the 
1990s-2000s, Koordynaty has been and continues to 
be viewed as the definitive portrayal of Ukrainian 
emigre poetry of the 1920s-60s; its importance 
in the recent processes of reevaluation and 
reinterpretation of twentieth-century Ukrainian 
literature can hardly be overestimated.
However, my great respect for Koordynaty and 
the accomplishment of Boychuk and Rubchak 
notwithstanding, the significance of Lawrynenko's 
anthology Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia in the context 
of Ukrainian literature as a whole has been, in my 
opinion, even greater. The unique role and special 
importance of this book is not solely a matter of 
scope and subject matter. After all, two earlier 
anthologies (published in 1955), compiled by 
Bohdan Kravtsiv3 and Iar Slavutych,4 had already 
featured a selection of literary works written during 
the so-called Ukrainian cultural renaissance of the 
1920s. In contrast to his predecessors, however, who 
had limited themselves to poetry and whose rather 
slim editions had been published by two Ukrainian 
emigre publishing enterprises, Lawrynenko set out 
to accomplish a more ambitious goal. In his book of 
almost 1,000 pages, divided into four parts, devoted 
respectively to poetry, prose, drama, and essays,
3. Bohdan Kravtsiv, Obirvani struny: antolohiia poezi'tpoli- 
ahlykh, rozstrilianykh, zamuchenykh i zaslanykh, 1920-1945 
(New York: Naukove Tovarystvo im. Shevchenka v Amerytsi, 
1955)..
4. Iar Slavutych, Rozstriliana muza: Syl’vety (Detroit: Prom- 
etei, 1955).
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Left: Yurii Lawrynenko, Schwarzakh, Austria, 1945 <?>. Right: Ukrainian emigre intelligentsia, on lunch break from blue-collar jobs at the so-called 
French Hospital in New York City, ca. 1950. From right to left: Iosyp Hirniak, Yurii Lawrynenko, Oleksandr Nedil’ko, Oksana Chykalenko, Levko 
Chykalenko, unknown, Vasyl’ Barka, the last three have not been identifi ed.
he managed to present the wide panorama of 
Ukrainian literature of the time, featuring the leading 
individuals, groups, trends, and representative 
texts that, in effect, defined the essence of the 
literary process in Ukraine between 1917 and 1933, 
that is, beginning with the Ukrainian revolution of 
1917-20, followed by several years of the flowering 
of the arts and letters in the 1920s under a relatively 
lenient Soviet Ukrainian government, and ending 
with a brutal suppression of cultural, national, 
and socio-political life in Ukraine by Stalin's 
campaigns of terror, including, but not limited to, 
the man-made Holodomor of 1932-33, wholesale 
arrests, purges, and persecutions of 1933-36, and 
mass executions of 1937, as a result of which the 
overwhelming majority of Ukraine's prominent 
writers and cultural leaders lost their lives while the 
remaining minority was cowed into submission.
With a few notable exceptions, Rozstriliane 
vidrodzhennia contains information on and selected 
works by the majority of the most talented 
and influential literary figures of the period.5
5. The fact that several noteworthy authors, unjustly omitted 
by Lawrynenko—from representatives of the avant-garde (for 
which Lawrynenko never developed any real appreciation), 
such as Valeriian Polishchuk or Leonid Skrypnyk, to more 
traditional writers, e.g. Mykhailo Ivchenko—have not to this 
day achieved the same level of recognition and popularity as
Their featured literary texts are accompanied 
by Lawrynenko's insightful essays about each 
individual author and by his afterword, “Literatura 
vitaizmu, 1917-1933” (The Literature of Vitalism, 
1917-1933), in which he sought to outline a 
synthetic view of the entire period, venturing 
outside the sphere of literature into politics, general 
cultural issues, and even the economy. His overall 
depiction of the Ukrainian literary process during 
that time as well as the high artistic quality of the 
texts he chose to include in the anthology fully 
support his characterization of the Ukrainian 
cultural renaissance of the 1920s as one of the most 
crucial periods in the entire history of Ukrainian 
literature. At the same time, some basic statistical 
data included in his essays (such as the fact that of 
the 259 most prominent Ukrainian writers active 
in 1930 only 36 continued to publish in and after 
1938) was meant to indicate the enormous extent 
of destruction (both in human lives and cultural 
values) inflicted upon Ukrainian society and 
culture as a result of Stalin's Great Terror of the 
1930s. In this sense, the anthology was certainly
those featured in Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia can be seen as a 
testimony of the anthology's noticeable influence on the views 
and tastes of three generations of Ukrainian readers and literary 
scholars.
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designed to contravene the persistent falsifications 
of the Ukrainian historical and cultural legacy in 
the USSR. After all, not only was this crucial period 
in Ukrainian literary history grossly misinterpreted 
by Soviet officials and critics, but the very existence 
of the cultural revival of the 1920s was being 
denied while the memory of its achievements and 
participants was being systematically erased from 
the collective consciousness of Soviet Ukrainian 
writers, intellectuals, and society in general.6
Lawrynenko's anthology began to fulfill its 
“memory-preserving" function almost immediately 
after its publication and has continued to do so 
for several decades. Apart from its competently 
researched and impressively presented literary and 
critical material, the book's particular effectiveness 
was enhanced by some practical factors. First, it was 
published by the respected Instytut Literacki Press 
in Paris, associated with the leading Polish emigre 
journal Kultura, and, as a result, it soon became well- 
known not only in the Ukrainian diaspora, but also 
among the representatives of other Central and East 
European emigre communities. Second, the timing 
of the publication proved propitious. In Ukraine, 
three years after the official “de-Stalinization" 
campaign had been initiated by Nikita Khrushchev, 
the authorities loosened somewhat their tight grip 
on the cultural sphere and the first cracks in the 
formerly monolithic fagade of the official Soviet 
propaganda became visible. Representatives of a 
new generation of writers, artists and intellectuals, 
later known as the shestydesiatnyky (the [generation 
of the] Sixties), began to publish their works and 
assume influential positions on the Ukrainian 
cultural scene. They were not only more open to 
the ideas and influences filtering through the Iron 
Curtain from the West than the generation of their 
predecessors, but were also particularly focused 
on the task of rediscovery and preservation of 
Ukraine's cultural past. Therefore, it is no wonder 
that the shestydesiatnyky became a captive audience 
of Lawrynenko's anthology which soon became 
known in Ukraine thanks, in part, to a special print 
run of a miniature (5 W' x 4") edition that was 
smuggled across the Soviet border by Ukrainian
6. The strict prohibition to publish works by writers execut­
ed or exiled during Stalin's Great Terror, or even to mention 
their names in a positive context, was softened after Khrush­
chev's secret speech to the 20th Congress of the Communist 
Party in Moscow in February 1956 and the beginning of his 
“de-Stalinization” campaign as a result of which many writ­
ers were posthumously “rehabilitated.” However, their works 
were either published in heavily censored editions, or remained 
unpublished, while some leading figures, such as Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi, continued to be blacklisted until the late 1980s.
literati travelling abroad and by Western tourists 
who visited Ukraine, taking advantage of the more 
liberal Soviet visa regulations. As a result, the term 
“Executed Renaissance," coined by Lawrynenko, 
soon became popularly accepted as a designation 
for the entire epoch of the 1920s not only in the 
West, but in Ukraine as well. The fact that this term 
continues to be widely used and that Rozstriliane 
vidrodzhennia was reprinted several times in the past 
decade (its last edition appeared in Kyiv in 2007) 
clearly indicates that for many Ukrainian readers 
Lawrynenko's anthology defines the essence of the 
Ukrainian cultural revival of the 1920s even today, 
almost fifty years after its original publication.
The resulting close association in the 
minds of contemporary readers and scholars of 
Lawrynenko's work (and his person as well) almost 
exclusively with the literature of the 1920s is not, of 
course, entirely correct and does not do justice to 
his many other endeavors. However, it does reflect 
his particularly strong emotional attachment and 
definite preference (to the point of being biased) 
in favor of this period and the type of literature 
and world view it engendered. After all, the time 
of his youth coincided with the Ukrainian cultural 
renaissance of the 1920s, which had a defining 
influence on the formation of Lawrynenko's views 
and sensibilities not only as a literary scholar, but 
as an individual in general. Born in 1905 near the 
town of Lysianka in the Kyiv region into a simple 
peasant family, he initially followed a path in life 
that was far removed from his future literary and 
cultural work. Having completed elementary 
and secondary education in the town of Medvyn, 
he entered a post-secondary agricultural school 
(institute) in Uman to study horticulture. However, 
the opportunities offered to him by the realities 
of the post-revolutionary Ukrainian society and 
his personal determination to pursue his budding 
literary interests inspired him to radically change 
the course of his education. Still in Uman, he 
established a literary circle in his institute which 
later became one of the regional “studios" of the all­
Ukrainian peasant writers' union Pluh (The Plow).7 
Subsequently, he abandoned his agricultural studies 
altogether and moved to Kharkiv, where he entered 
what had earlier been Kharkiv University, but 
which the Soviet authorities in 1921 had changed
7. Based in Kharkiv, with branches throughout Ukraine, Pluh 
(The Plow) was a mass literary organization whose stated aim 
was to educate the broad peasant masses in the spirit of prole­
tarian revolution and to draw them into active creative work. It 
was headed by a talented writer and important cultural leader 
Serhii Pylypenko.
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to the Kharkiv Institute of People's Education 
(KhINO). Lawrynenko later wrote about his studies 
at KhINO with a considerable degree of bitterness. 
After all, in accordance with the Soviet reform of the 
educational system implemented in the early 1920s, 
close to 60 percent of the institute's curriculum was 
devoted to the so-called “higher preparatory courses 
for military service,” the purpose of which was 
to produce new Red Army personnel; this type of 
education in no way satisfied young Lawrynenko's 
hunger for knowledge of the arts and literature, 
and, in his memoirs, he emphatically complained 
that he had been “personally robbed of his right 
to acquire education”8 by the militarized Soviet 
system. Nonetheless, he benefited from the lectures 
by former Kharkiv University professors, who 
continued to teach at KhINO, and was particularly 
impressed and influenced by the prominent literary 
scholar Oleksandr Bilets'kyi, whom he idealized 
and to whom, many years later, he dedicated an 
essay full of glowing (perhaps not entirely justified) 
praise and admiration. Otherwise, like many of his 
contemporaries, he was forced to fill the lacunae 
in his formal schooling by intense self-education. 
Fortunately, the cultural atmosphere of Soviet 
Ukraine's capital9 offered many opportunities and 
sources of inspiration for enthusiasts of the arts. At 
the time, the majority of leading Ukrainian literary 
figures (e.g., Mykola Khvyl'ovyi, Pavlo Tychyna, or 
Maik Iohansen), dramatists (e.g., Mykola Kulish), 
theater directors and groups (in particular, Les' 
Kurbas and his Berezil' theater), artists, and scholars 
were based in the city and contributed to its very 
lively cultural scene. The experience of the Ukrainian 
cultural revival witnessed in Kharkiv in the 1920s 
left an unfading impression in Lawrynenko's mind 
and shaped his entire cultural outlook.
However, he was later once again “robbed” 
of an opportunity to acquire, expand, and deepen 
his knowledge of culture and literature and to 
master his own literary skills. Following Stalin's 
consolidation of political power in the USSR and 
the appointment of Lazar Kaganovich to the post 
of first secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Ukraine, a massive campaign 
of intimidation and repression was launched to 
bring all cultural and political activities in Ukraine 
under Moscow's direct control. In order to suppress 
any sign of opposition to the Party's supremacy, 
all unsanctioned political and cultural activities,
8. Iurii Lavrinenko, Chorna purha ta inshi spohady (New
York: Suchasnist', 1985), p. 64.
9. Kharkiv was the capital of Soviet Ukraine from 1920 to 
1934.
especially those advocating an independent 
course of development for Ukrainian literature, 
culture, and society within the USSR, were harshly 
criticized and labeled as traitorous “bourgeois- 
nationalist” deviations from the true revolutionary 
path. Prominent cultural leaders were subject to 
repression as part of the Party policy designed to 
subdue the Ukrainian intelligentsia and put an end to 
the Ukrainization process. The Literary Discussion, 
initiated in 1925 by Mykola Khvyl'ovyi, concluded 
several years later with the silencing of the voices 
of all independently-minded cultural leaders; 
Khvyl'ovyi and his colleagues were compelled 
to recant their ardently advocated views. A show 
trial launched in 1930, in which a large number 
of eminent Ukrainian intellectuals belonging to 
the older (pre-Revolutionary) generation were 
accused of belonging to a fictitious Union for the 
Liberation of Ukraine and plotting an uprising in 
order to overthrow the Soviet regime, ended with 
guilty verdicts for all defendants and marked the 
beginning of mass arrests, incarcerations and 
executions.
In the atmosphere of increasing political pres­
sure and police control over culture and scholarship, 
one of Lawrynenko's earliest essays, “Problema 
styliu” (The Problem of Style; published in the 
third issue of the Kharkiv journal Krytyka for 1930), 
in which he questioned the officially canonized 
doctrine of socialist realism, was labeled “fascist” 
by the Communist critics10—a clear indication that 
the young author himself had become a “marked 
man” for the authorities. In December 1933, at the 
height of Pavel Postyshev's c ampaign of terror and 
mass purges of the CPU, Lawrynenko was arrested, 
incarcerated and then exiled to a labor camp on the 
Taymyr Peninsula in Arctic Siberia.
Unlike many of his fellow p risoners, he managed 
to avoid execution and survive the extremely harsh 
conditions of the Siberian concentration camp: 
freezing cold, hard labor, and permanent hunger 
due to malnutrition. In the late 1940s, while living 
in the relative safety of a displaced persons camp in 
Germany, he wrote a short memoir “Chorna purha” 
(Black Blizzard)11 devoted to the time of his exile; this 
quite extraordinary text can both shed much light on 
Lawrynenko's approach to his writing and provide 
us with an insight into his psychology. Perhaps the
10. I. Tkachenko, L. Chernets', I. Iurchenko. “Za vyshchyi 
etap tvorchoi dyskusii,” Krytyka (Kharkiv), no. 3 (1932): 
23-24.
11. Subsequently published in the book: Iurii Lavrinenko, 
Chorna purha ta inshi spomyny (Suchasnist', 1985), pp. 
11-56.
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most remarkable feature of these recollections is 
the fact that, unlike the overwhelming majority of 
memoirs dedicated to similar themes, they contain 
virtually no information about the author's personal 
trials and tribulations. In fact, the only function that 
the author and his ordeal seemed to play in the 
text was to provide a context for the recounting of 
an almost mythological tale about two Ukrainian 
prisoners' daring escape from a Soviet labor camp 
under the cover of an Arctic blizzard. Thus, the 
author's role in the memoir was first to bear witness 
and then communicate to others what he believed 
to be proof of the invincibility of the Ukrainian 
national spirit in the face of most terrible adversity. 
In a somewhat analogous manner, his later literary 
criticism attempted, first and foremost, to “bear 
witness” to the extraordinary achievements of the 
creators of twentieth-century Ukrainian culture 
who had been forced to work under exceptionally 
difficult circumstances. Even in his straightforward 
and matter-of-fact introductory essays in Rozstriliane 
vidrodzhennia, he was unable (or did not attempt) to 
conceal his admiration and reverence not so much 
for individual writers and their oeuvre, as for their 
collective accomplishment: an almost superhuman 
feat on the part of the Ukrainian cultural elite of the 
1920s of meeting boldly the powerful and brutally 
oppressive Soviet regime not by means of armed 
resistance (which would mean getting down to the 
level of their oppressors and confronting them on 
their terms), but through a constructive spiritual act 
of creating cultural monuments of enduring value. 
It is Lawrynenko's personal emotional involvement 
and dedication to his material that accounts both 
for the potential weakness of his scholarly method 
as well as the impassioned strength of his writings.
The long-awaited opportunity to write freely 
about Ukrainian literature and theater came only 
after World War II, in the displaced persons camps, 
particularly after he was allowed to move from the 
vicinity of Dornbirn in the Austrian Alps, where 
he worked as horticulturist, across the Austrian- 
German border, to the Mittenwald DP camp. In the 
second half of the 1940s, the DP camps in southern 
Germany, which had become home to over 200,000 
Ukrainian war refugees, including a significant 
number of writers and literary scholars, represented 
a hub of fervent cultural activity, so much so that 
the period 1945-1950 is referred to by scholars as a 
“minor renaissance”12 not only in Ukrainian emigre 
literature, but in Ukrainian letters in general,
12. Hryhorii Hrabovych, Do istori'i ukrains’koii literatury 
(Kyiv: Krytyka, 2003), p. 539.
mirroring, in some limited way, the renaissance of 
the 1920s.
Lawrynenko arrived in Germany in 1947, too late 
to become one of the founders or main protagonists 
of the Artistic Ukrainian Movement (Mystets'kyi 
Ukra'ins'kyi Rukh or MUR), an organization of 
Ukrainian writers and artists established by his 
friend and colleague from Kharkiv Iurii (George) 
Shevelov, among others. Nevertheless, he joined the 
executive committee of MUR and became an active 
member of the Ukrainian literary community. In fact, 
during the years he lived in Austria and Germany, 
he wrote over 150 articles and reviews. In addition, 
together with Ivan Koshelivets', he founded and 
edited the journal Suchasnyk, whose single issue 
appeared in 1948 after which its publication became 
impossible as a result of the German currency 
reform. Although Shevelov denies any connection 
between Suchasnyk (The Contemporary) and the 
major Ukrainian emigre journal Suchasnist' (The 
Contemporary Times) established thirteen years 
later in Munich,13 the close similarity of names 
and general formats of both periodicals as well 
as Koshelivets and Lawrynenko's leading role in 
the publication of the predecessor of Suchasnist', 
Ukrains'ka literaturna hazeta (Ukrainian Literary 
Gazette, 1955-60), seem to indicate that from the 
late 1940s Lawrynenko had been one of the main 
architects of the process that eventually led to the 
establishment of the Ukrainian diaspora's most 
important and authoritative journal.
Lawrynenko's literary output in the DP camps 
and in the United States, where he settled in 1950, 
can by no means be limited to his writings about 
the Ukrainian cultural renaissance of the 1920s. He 
wrote numerous articles and book reviews devoted 
to Ukrainian emigre literature of the 1940s-60s 
(some of the important ones were dedicated to the 
poetry of the New York Group) and was a prolific 
critic of Ukrainian theatrical productions. However, 
although notable, these texts and topics clearly 
remained on the periphery of his literary interests. 
Throughout his life, the literature, culture, and 
politics of the Ukrainian 1920s consistently occupied 
a central position on his intellectual horizon and 
remained closest to his heart. It is this period with its 
dramatic human stories and sociopolitical collisions 
that continued to intrigue him and inspired him to 
write his most insightful and successful studies.
In 1957, two years before the appearance of 
Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia, he wrote and published
13. Iu. Shevel'ov (Iurii Sherekh), Ia - mene - meni. (i do- 
vkruhy) (Kharkiv-New York: Chasopys “Berezil’” and Vydav- 
nytstvo M. P. Kotsia, 2001), vol. 2, p. 75.
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the important essay, “L iteratura mezhovoi sytuatsi'i" 
(Literature of a Borderline Situation).14 In it, drawing 
on Oswald Spengler's musings about an artist's (or 
more generally, an intellectual's) integrity and moral 
obligations in particularly grave predicaments and 
Spengler's conclusion that, under such conditions, 
“one reaches the moment of a fi nal decision which 
demands a solution [that is] individual in the highest 
sense of this term,"15 Lawrynenko pondered and 
attempted to reveal the profound underlying 
causes that had determined the behavior of some of 
the prominent Ukrainian writers of the 1920s and 
1930s. By examining the fundamentally different 
responses of four individual writers, all of whose 
lives had been threatened by the Stalinist totalitarian 
regime, he sought to elucidate the deep-seated 
motivations of their actions in terms of universal 
archetypal patterns expressed in the language of 
religious symbolism and thus applicable to other 
similarly dramatic contexts. As a result, Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi's resolution to commit suicide in 1933 
as his last means of protest against the orchestrated 
campaign of destruction of his generation and his 
people was interpreted by Lawrynenko as an echo 
of Christ's miracle of “conquering Death through 
dying,"16 culminating in his Resurrection. (Several 
years later, he devoted another important essay, 
“Dukh nespokoiu" [The Spirit of Unrest]17 to 
Khvyl'ovyi, whose ideas, and, in particular, whose 
aspirations to develop “vitalist romanticism" 
in Ukrainian literature had a very powerful 
influence on Lawrynenko's attitude toward culture 
in general.) In another section of “Literatura 
mezhovoi sytuatsii," the decision on the part of 
Mykola Kulish, the most accomplished Ukrainian 
dramatist of his time and Khvyl'ovyi's friend and 
collaborator, not to follow Khvyl'ovyi's example, 
but to “find in himself the strength to go on to the 
very end,"18 was seen by Lawrynenko as an analogy 
to Christ's road to Golgotha and his determination 
to bravely face the ordeal of his crucifixion. The 
case of Teodosii Os'machka, a talented poet and 
prose writer who had been saved from arrest and
14. Initially delivered as a lecture at the PEN American Cen­
ter in New York on 13 May 1957, this essay was published 
in Ukrains’ka literaturna hazeta, no 6, 1957, and later repub­
lished in the book: Iurii Lawrynenko, Zrub i parosty (Munich: 
Suchasnist', 1971), pp. 11-32.
15. Iurii Lavrinenko, Zrub i parosty, p. 14.
16. In the title of the subsection devoted to Khvyl'ovyi, Law- 
rynenko quoted a line from a Ukrainian Church hymn sung 
during the Easter liturgy: “Smertiiu smert' [poprav]” (“[He 
conquered] Death through death”).
17. In Iurii Lavrinenko, Zrub i parosty, pp. 33-81.
18. Ibid., p. 28.
execution by being diagnosed with schizophrenia 
and locked up in a Soviet psychiatric hospital from 
which he later escaped and moved to the West, was 
expounded as a story of one of the “meek ones" 
who used his vulnerability as the means of defense 
against his oppressors. Finally, Lawrynenko's most 
controversial interpretation was that of Pavlo 
Tychyna, a brilliant symbolist poet of the 1910s and 
the early 1920s who, in the 1930s, had saved his life 
by fully conforming to the Soviet regime's demands 
and transforming himself from a sophisticated 
master of poetic nuance to an obedient mass- 
producer of hackneyed verses glorifying Stalin and 
the Party and demonizing “class enemies." Having 
himself been a victim of the Soviet terror and 
prisoner of the GULAG, Lawrynenko might have 
been expected to assume a critical attitude toward 
Tychyna and condemn his “treason" of the cause to 
which he had dedicated his most inspired poetry. 
Instead, rather surprisingly, he presented Tychyna's 
transformation as a result of the poet's courage to 
“play with the Devil" while knowing full well that 
he will “pay for this with his soul."
Tychyna's poetry as well as his particular 
response to the “moment of his final decision" 
intensely preoccupied Lawrynenko throughout his 
career. After all, one of his first published works was 
a book Tvorchist' Pavla Tychyny (The Creative Work 
of Pavlo Tychyna), which appeared in Kharkiv in 
1930; later, in the early 1930s, that is, at the time of 
Tychyna's “transformation," he became personally 
acquainted with the poet; and near the end of his 
life, he wrote two long essays devoted to Tychyna, 
“Na shliakhakh syntezy kliarnetyzmu" (On the 
Path of the Synthesis of Clarinetism)19 and “Pavlo 
Tychyna i ioho poema ‘Skovoroda' na tli epokhy" 
(Pavlo Tychyna and his Poem “Skovoroda" against 
the Background of his Epoch),20 that certainly belong 
to his most important studies. In the latter essay he 
returned to and somewhat modified his concept of 
Tychyna's “play with the Devil":
The insane audacity of Tychyna's “final decision" 
was based on the premise that thanks to his
[spiritual] death as a poet [. he would be able to] 
convey by means of poetry the tragedy [of the brave 
writers of the Ukrainian 1920s who chose their 
“road to Golgotha"] in his poem “Skovoroda." [.]
Thus, it turned out that his was not only a “play
19. Initially published in the journal Suchasnist’ (nos. 7-8, 
1977), this essay appeared in book form as: Iurii Lavrinenko, 
Na shliakhakh syntezy kliarnetyzmu (Suchasnist', 1977).
20. Initially published in Suchasnist’ (nos. 1, 3, and 5, 1980), 
it appeared separately as: Iurii Lavrinenko, Pavlo Tychyna i 
ioho poema “Skovoroda” na tli epokhy (Suchasnist', 1980).
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with the Devil,” but a partial victory over him since 
the poet managed to pass on to future [generations] 
the archive of his poem and expressed in it his 
complete disregard for the struggle with the Devil 
on the latter's own political terms, choosing 
instead his own independent position “at the 
heights” of poetry and spirituality.21
Even from this very cursory description of 
Lawrynenko's essays one can deduce both potential 
underlying weaknesses of his scholarly approach 
as well as the undeniable strengths of his writings. 
Among the former, one might point out the eclectic 
theoretical framework of his works and his less than 
intimate acquaintance with the recent theories of 
literary scholarship of his Western contemporaries. 
Even more importantly, one must be somewhat wary 
of the didactic dimension of his work, his consistent 
tendency to focus on certain particular aspects of his 
material that supported his rather idealized vision 
of Ukrainian culture of the 1920s, while ignoring or 
bypassing authors, works, and phenomena that cast 
doubt on such views. After all, his work in its totality, 
just like his remarkable memoir “Chorna purha,” 
was shaped by its author's overriding desire to 
“bear witness” to the invincibility of the Ukrainian 
national spirit even in the perilous “moment of its 
collective final decision” during the Stalinist 1930s. 
As a result, Lawrynenko tended to err on the side 
of praise and glorification; in his interpretation, the 
figures of Pavlo Tychyna, Oleksandr Bilets'kyi, and 
the founder of Kharkiv University, Vasyl' Karazyn, 
have a tendency to loom larger than life, perhaps 
undeservedly so. Moreover, his persistent belief in 
the idealist motivations of the leading Ukrainian 
writers of the time and in their chivalrous loyalty 
toward one another is not always supported by the 
documentary evidence that has become available in 
the last two decades.
That Lawrynenko himself was aware of the 
shortcomings of his writings can be surmised from 
some of his private statements made toward the 
end of his life, especially after the heart surgery 
he underwent in the mid-1960s left him partially 
paralyzed. As mentioned earlier, he deplored the 
fact that he “had been robbed” of his opportunity 
to acquire a proper education by the harsh reality 
of the war and the totalitarian Soviet regime 
under which he lived during his formative years. 
His regrets, at times, fuelled feelings of insecurity 
and self-doubt, as evidenced, for example, by his
letters to Ihor Kostets'kyi (Eaghor G. Kostetzky), a
prominent Ukrainian writer, playwright, translator,
21. Iurii Lavrinenko, Pavlo Tychyna i ioho poema “Skovoro­
da” na tli epokhy, p. 15.
literary scholar, and publisher from Germany. In 
his response to one of Lawrynenko's self-critical 
remarks, Kostets'kyi astutely characterized his 
colleague's contribution to Ukrainian literary 
scholarship:
If you have not, as you write, become a professional 
literary scholar, then, in your case, it is no pity at 
all because you managed to achieve something 
considerably superior. Let me give you an example 
of Pietro Aretino. He was not a specialist in the 
strictly academic sense either; he did not even know 
Latin which, during the times of Humanism, was 
actually considered to be a disgrace. Nonetheless, 
when the world today speaks of the spirit of the 
late Renaissance, it has in mind, first and foremost, 
Aretino's writings which we continue to read with 
unfading interest. On the other hand, works of the 
[scholarly] authors, [Pietro] Bembo or [Baldassare] 
Castiglione, are, in reality, read today only by 
experts. 22
As can be extrapolated from Kostets'kyi's 
comments, to a large extent, it is thanks to 
Lawrynenko's genuine admiration and enthusiasm 
for the subject matter of his study and his dedication 
to the “cause” which, at times, might have clouded 
his scholarly objectivity, that his books and essays 
retain their lively color and emotional impact on 
today's reader. As an actual participant and witness 
of the literary process of the 1920s, he was able to 
enrich his texts through the inclusion of first-hand 
accounts of events and personalities involved in his 
narratives. From him we have had an opportunity 
to learn about the details of some of Les' Kurbas' 
theatrical productions, for example, the great 
director's final work with the Berezil' theater: his 
1933 staging of Mykola Kulish's Maklena Grasa; 
Lawrynenko may have been the only person from 
among those who read the second part of Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi's novel Val'dshnepy (The Woodsnipes) 
(printed in the last issue of the journal Vaplite the 
entire run of which was destroyed by the Soviet 
police), who lived to write down his impressions of 
this remarkable text; he also left us unique portraits of 
some of the protagonists of the Ukrainian renaissance 
of the 1920s, for example, Pavlo Tychyna and Kost' 
Burevii. More importantly, Lawrynenko exhibited 
a remarkable talent (which often compensated for 
the lacunae in his academic knowledge) to grasp 
intuitively the essential crux of a given literary 
phenomenon and express its universal significance
22. Kostets'kyi's remarks are contained in his letter sent from 
Stuttgart on 22 November 1967 and currently preserved in the 
Lawrynenko Archive in the Columbia University Rare Book 
and Manuscript Library.
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Vasyl’ Hryshko, Ivan Koshelivets’, Mykola Shablii, Yurii Lawrynenko, his daughter Lesia, and son Mykola. Displaced 
Persons Camp, Mittenwald, Germany, March 1948.
by uncovering a corresponding archetypal model 
that infused a work of literature with its expressive 
power and emotional relevance to contemporary 
readers. Ivan Koshelivets' referred to this talent as 
Lawrynenko's “almost unerring intuition thanks to 
which, just like the French paleontologist Georges 
Cuvier, he has been able to reconstruct complex 
totalities from minor details.”23 To illustrate this 
special ability one can point to his intuitive—rather 
than academically substantiated (but, nonetheless, 
insightful)—general classification of the literary 
culture of the Ukrainian 1920s renaissance as 
fundamentally “Neo-Baroque,” and thus, in its 
essence, opposed to the Soviet socialist realism.24 It 
was also this remarkable “intuition” that manifested 
itself in his particular talent for coining appropriate 
and “catchy” terminology, the most popular 
and enduring of which is his term “Executed 
Renaissance,” first used by him in the 1940s, later 
introduced into wide scholarly circulation as the 
title of his “epoch-defining” anthology, and then 
generally accepted as the designation of one of the 
most crucial periods in Ukraine's cultural history.
Mariia Lawrynenko (left), Yurii Lawrynenko’s wife, and Patricia 
Kylyna, aka Patricia Nell Warren. New York, Riverside Drive 
Park, 1960s.
23. Ivan Koshelivets', “Spohad pro spohady,’ in Iurii Lavr­
inenko. Chorna purha ta inshi spomyny, p. iii.
24. Iurii Lavrinenko, Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia, p. 952.




met Yurii Lawrynenko in the mid-fifties, when 
he was the New York co-editor of the polished, 
modernist literary periodical Ukrains'ka
literaturna hazeta (The Ukrainian Literary Gazette), 
published in Munich. He accepted my early poems, 
asked for reviews and articles, and also rigorously 
edited my first collection of poetry.1 Sharp-featured, 
slim, not tall, lively and almost always smiling, 
Lawrynenko made it his mission to mobilize young 
writers in the Western diaspora for his publication. 
With his charismatic charm, he lured them out of 
their basement rooms and immediately made friends 
with them, inviting them to his home—a tiny flat he 
shared with his wife, son and daughter—for a bite to 
eat, a glass of wine and unforgettable tales of literary 
life in Kharkiv in the twenties and early thirties.
Lawrynenko was very much a part of the 
busy Ukrainian East Village scene of the fifties, 
sixties and seventies. He founded, together with 
Hryhorii Kostiuk and others, Slovo (The Word), the 
organization of Ukrainian writers in exile, which 
in its heyday numbered over 350 members, and 
participated in the activities of UVAN (Ukrainian 
Free Academy of Sciences) and the Ukrainian 
Literary and Artists' Club. For a time he and 
some colleagues had jobs as janitors in a New 
York hospital, but he soon became the literary 
correspondent of the Ukrainian desk at Radio 
Liberty, and turned a number of his scripts into 
published literary articles and reviews. He seemed 
very well adjusted to life in his new homeland.
And yet, he remained a Displaced Person until 
the end—more so than many of his colleagues. 
Moreover, it was not the first time in his life that 
he felt alienated from his environment. He was 
born May 3, 1905, on a farm near Kyiv. At the age of 
twenty, faithful to his roots in the Ukrainian soil, he 
graduated from a horticultural institute in Uman. 
But a different way of life beckoned. At the institute 
he had begun to write poems and founded a young 
people's literary club. A year later he joined the 
celebrated writers' organization Pluh (The Plow),2
1. Kaminnyi sad (New York: Slovo, 1956).
2. This “peasant-writers' union” was established at the
moved to Kharkiv, then the capital, and enrolled in 
the faculty of literary studies at Kharkiv University, 
studying under one of his idols, renowned professor 
Oleksandr Bilets'ky. In three years, however, he 
was expelled for delivering a politically incorrect 
seminar paper. He then launched upon his life­
long career as literary critic, publishing three short 
books on the poets Pavlo Tychyna, Vasyl' Chumak 
and Vasyl' Ellan-Blakytnyi and a score of reviews.3 
In 1933 he joined the staff of the politically very 
correct newspaper Visti VUCVK (News of the All­
Ukrainian Central Executive Committee) as a 
theater critic, but was soon dismissed for refusing 
to publicly denounce some suspect actors in the 
Berezil' Theater of Les' Kurbas. He was immediately 
arrested and held for three months; a year later, 
in 1934, a more serious punishment followed. He 
was sentenced to five years of exile to a nickel 
mine near the Arctic city of Norilsk (you can read 
about that GULAG in Martin Amis's recent novel A 
House of Meetings). After three years he was moved 
to the Kabardino-Balkarian capital Nalchik in the 
Caucasus. During the war he stole across the front 
line to Kyiv, then moved westward to Lviv, wound 
up in the Austrian town of Dornbirn, and in 1947 
was assigned to a large Displaced Persons' camp 
near Mittenwald in Germany. He resumed his 
literary criticism and theater reviewing, under his 
own name and two pseudonyms (Iurii Dyvnych 
and Iurii Haidar), took over the editorship of the 
weekly newspaper Ukrains'ki visti (Ukrainian 
News), after its founder Ivan Bahrianyi fell ill, 
joined the DP writers' organization MUR (the 
Artistic Ukrainian Movement). In 1950 he settled in 
New York, where he died, almost forty years later, 
after a prolonged illness, on December 14, 1987.
I would quickly run out of my allotted space if I 
were to attempt a t horough review of Lawrynenko's
instructions of the Ukrainian Communist Party by Serhii 
Pylypenko in 1922. Eventually Pylypenko became Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi's most vociferous adversary.
3. Blakytnyi-Ellan (Kharkiv: Ukrains'kyi robitnyk, 1929); 
Vasyl’ Chumak: Biohrafi chno-krytychnyi narys (Kharkiv: 
Ukrains'kyi robitnyk, 1930); Tvorchist’ Pavla Tychyny. 
(Kharkiv: Ukrains'kyi robitnyk, 1930).
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bibliography. He wrote the three short books 
mentioned and scores of articles and reviews as 
a working journalist in Kharkiv. In Austria and 
Germany, he wrote over seventy articles on literature, 
the theater and politics, and co-authored a book on 
the actor Iosyp Hirniak.4 In New York he published 
nine books and over 200 articles. The central books 
of his American period are a magisterial anthology 
that has become indispensable, a collection of literary 
articles and a collection of memoirs and essays.5 
His two New-York studies on Tychyna are also 
valuable.6 It is in the United States, as a Displaced 
Person, that Lawrynenko matured as an intellectual.
The central text in Chorna purha (Black Blizzard) 
is a memoir of the author's exile in Norilsk. The 
very geography of the place symbolizes ultimate 
alienation. “No, this is not our earth. This is the 
landscape of some other planet... An eternally 
frozen emptiness” (Purha, 19). Lawrynenko
develops this image in a powerful description of 
an ice storm with its lethal gales that isolate the 
helpless individual from the world and finally from 
himself. This is an example of the situation of the 
limit—Lawrynenko's central concept, borrowed 
from Karl Jaspers' theory of Grenzsituationan— 
existential boundary that cannot be transgressed.7 
It is such situations, as Nietzsche had taught earlier, 
that force us to face their full significance and thus 
force us to transcend ourselves. It is they that give 
birth to the will to power. Briefly put, the situation 
of the limit gives birth to the heroic. Lawrynenko 
describes two young prisoners, simple village boys, 
whose primitive life force drives them to attempt 
hopeless escapes, which they nevertheless repeat. He 
opposes the two heroes to himself—a weak, passive,
4. V maskakh epokhy, co-authored with V. Khmury and E. 
Blakytny (Neu-Ulm: Ukraina, 1949).
5. Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia: Antolohiia 1917-1933. Poeziia
- proza - drama - esei (Paris: Instytut literacki, 1959); Zrub 
i parosty: Literaturno-krytychni statti, esei, refleksi'i (Munich: 
Suchasnist', 1971). Further references to this source will be 
provided in the body of the text, designated by the word Zrub; 
Chorna purha ta inshi spomyny (Munich: Suchasnist', 1985). 
Further references to this source will be provided in the body 
of the text, designated by the word Purha.
6. Na shliakhakh syntezy kliarnetyzmu (Winnipeg: UVAN, 
1977). Reprint from Suchasnist', 7-8, 1977; Pavlo Tychyna
i ioho poema “Skovoroda” na tli epokhy: Spohady i sposter- 
ezhennia (Munich: Suchasnist', 1980). Reprint from Suchas- 
nist', 1, 3, 5, 1980.
7. In his celebrated article “Literatura mezhovoi sytuatsii,”
Lawrynenko claims that Jaspers' influence on it was minimal
(Zrub, 13).
contemplative intellectual. He begins to search for 
the heroic in himself, to wish to become like the 
boys. “All my efforts were directed toward dying 
correctly, without a trace of silly panic or the stench of 
cowardice” (Purha, 18). He dreams of dying in a vast, 
crowded square in Kharkiv, so that people would 
know not only why but how he died (Purha, 47). 
We see here the main source of all of Lawrynenko's 
ideas—indeed, not so much essential Nietzsche 
or Jaspers as high romanticism, rehearsed in the 
twentieth century by writers such as Andre Malraux.
Neither the Alpine landscapes of Austria or 
Mittenwald, nor even the tenements of New York, 
mollified as they were by the warm environment 
of the Ukrainian East Village, were capable of ever 
producing the ultimate alienation of a Norilsk ice 
storm. And yet, unlike his colleagues Ulas Samchuk 
or Iurii Kosach, Lawrynenko did not believe that 
the exodus of Ukrainians to the West was a blessing. 
He had nothing good to say about the DPs in their 
camps and later in the United Sates, deploring their 
abandonment of the ideals of the great epochs of 
Ukrainian history (Zrub, 177). He lamented the exiled 
writers' refusal to organize (somehow overlooking 
the rather impressive organizations of MUR and 
later Slovo, both of which he himself helped to 
found), and to think in unison (odnodumstvo) (Zrub, 
178-179 et passim). One wonders where he could 
find writers who thought in unison, except in 
totalitarian regimes, or in Kharkiv of the twenties 
and early thirties, as he re-imagined it.8 About the 
Western culture immediately surrounding him, 
he wrote: “In our time pessimism, skepticism and 
even cynicism are in high fashion. Hence, from that 
perspective, I myself, with my inborn enthusiasm 
and pathos, am thoroughly unfashionable” (Zrub, 
6). He often (sometimes too often) drops names 
still very fashionable in the sixties—the surrealists, 
Camus, Sartre, Toynbee, Eliot, Frost—but they 
have either a decorative or a derogatory intent. 
Lawrynenko never doubted that Ukraine should 
rejoin Western culture. But in his view Western 
Europe is the Renaissance, the Baroque, and 
particularly Romanticism, as seen in elevated, 
almost mythical and very generalized outlines by 
the Kharkiv and Kyiv twenties, and thus, indirectly, 
by the Russian Westernizers of the nineteenth 
century.9 So an interesting transformation of
8. I will henceforth refer to that time and place simply as “the 
twenties.”
9. Incidentally, an interesting but ultimately flawed study of 
Khvyl'ovyi and the mysticism of the Russian Symbolists was 
published recently. Leonid Pliushch, Ioho taiemnytsia abo 
“Prekrasna l'ozha” Khvyl'ovoho (Kyiv-Edmonton: Fakt, 
KIUS, 2006).
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Yurii Lawrynenko and Leonid Lyman, New York Public Library, May 1956.
vision occurs: while Lawrynenko sees the present 
world and himself in it through the filter of the 
temporally and spatially displaced twenties, he 
elevates the twenties, together with their vision 
of the West and himself in it, into the realm of the 
mythical. He does this with the help of memory, 
heavily valorized by fantasy and dream.10 Exile 
creates his homeland out of poetic language alone.
The first step in this oneiric construction 
is reduction. Although Lawrynenko includes 
many (although by no means all) participants 
of the twenties in his anthology, he features and 
highlights members of the VAPLITE group and the 
Neokliasyky, while obscuring and often denigrating 
their opponents.11 As a young man, reared on 
Lawrynenko, Shevel'ov, Kostiuk and other so- 
called Khvyl'ovists in the diaspora, I held writers 
such as Geo Shkurupii and especially Mykhail' 
Semenko in low esteem, until I took the trouble 
of researching them myself, and saw that quite a
10. On the “valorization” of memory by the imagination, see: 
Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Reverie: Childhood, Lan­
guage and the Cosmos, trans. Daniel Russell (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1971), 108-109, 117, 124, et passim.
11. VAPLITE (Vil'na Akademiia Proletars'koi Literatury) 
was formed in 1925 as a reaction to the Party's insistence 
on literature for the masses. Its spiritual leader was Mykola 
Khvyl'ovyi, and its members were Iurii Ianovs'ky, Mykola 
Bazhan, Maik Iohansen and other stellar writers of the time; 
Neokliasyky (The Neoclassicists) was a group of five intellec­
tual poets - Mykola Zerov, Maksym Ryl's'ky, Pavlo Fyly- 
povych, Mykhailo Drai-Khmara and Iurii Klen.
few were extremely interesting indeed. Younger 
Western scholars later confirmed my high opinion 
of them.12 The second step is the implication that 
the chosen ones all thought alike (were odnodumtsi). 
And the final step is to elevate them to the level 
of superhuman mythical heroes, not unlike the 
two young men in the Arctic Circle. This Valhalla 
becomes hermetically sealed off not only from our 
time but from its own environment. This is detailed 
in the anthology, and very expressively synthesized 
in two significant articles: “Literatura mezhovo'i 
sytuatsi'i" (Literature of a Borderline S ituation, Zrub, 
13-32), and “Literatura vitaiizmu" (Literature of 
Vitalism).13 Lawrynenko's distancing of a historical 
period by ritualization is illustrated by the image 
of Tychyna at the catafalque of Khvyl'ovyi: “He 
stood at the feet of the deceased in an absolutely 
immobile, almost petrified, pose, as if in prayer. 
He did not move a muscle when I entered the 
room" [Purha, 138]. This picture of Lawrynenko's 
two central heroes is immediately reminiscent 
of a knight's farewell to his slain comrade.
Mykola Khvyl'ovyi is pivotal in Lawrynenko's 
imagined home. Attempting to project Khvyl'ovyi's 
thought on the politics, economics, historiography, 
philosophy, theater and the pictorial arts of his
12. See especially: Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj, Ukrainian Futurism, 
1914-1930: A Historical and Critical Study (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Ukrainian Research Institute, 1997).
13. Rozstriliane vidrodzhennia, 931-967; reprinted, in abbre­
viated form, in Purha, 155-163.
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Left to right: Ivan Koshelivets’, Emma Andiievs’ka, Mariia Lawrynenko, Yurii Lawrynenko, Volody- 
myr Petryshyn. New York, New Year’s Eve, 1959.
time, Lawrynenko poeticizes or aestheticizes these 
influences. This is especially true of Khvyl'ovyi's 
very complicated political ideas, which Lawrynenko 
elevates to the level of eschatological millenarianism, 
thereby oversimplifying and distorting them. 
Even his discussions of Khvyl'ovyi's fiction are, 
to my mind, sometimes too simplified, forced to 
fit the critic's mold of Khvyl'ovyi as superman. 
At one point Lawrynenko chides the poet Teodosii 
Os'machka for equating Taras Shevchenko with 
Christ, accusing him of thus promoting the cult 
of Shevchenko (Purha, 90). And yet he keeps 
repeating that by committing suicide, Khvyl'ovyi 
defeated death by death (a subtitle to one article 
reads smertiiu smert', using the Church Slavonic 
declension form [Zrub, 23]). Even more dramatically, 
Lawrynenko writes elsewhere that the writer's 
suicide split world history into two parts—before 
and after Khvyl'ovy (Purha, 137). I have no doubt 
that Lawrynenko not only wanted, like Thomas a 
Kempis, to imitate Khvyl'ovyi, but that (perhaps 
unconsciously) he wanted to be Khvyl'ovyi. 
Using Rene Girard's term, Khvyl'ovyi became for 
Lawrynenko a mediator, opening for him the gate 
to the chiliastic utopia of his imagined homeland.14
But because this homeland is constructed out 
of language, and Khvyl'ovyi is now a text, there
14. See: Rene Girard, Deceit, Desire and the Novel: Self and 
Other in Literary Structure, trans. Yvonne Freccero (Balti­
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1966), 9, et passim.
is nothing left for Lawrynenko but to imitate 
Khvyl'ovyi's style. This needs to be put more 
precisely. Some prose writers of the twenties— 
Kosynka, Ianovs'kyi in Chotyry shabli (Four Sabers), 
Kulish, Liubchenko, and Dniprovs'kyi—developed 
a stylistic aura of an elevated, declamatory, highly 
lyrical rhetoric, the center of which was Khvyl'ovyi's 
style. Incidentally, writers such as Domontovych, 
Iohansen, and Pidmohyl'nyi quite evidently 
opposed it. Lawrynenko not only caught that high 
song, but even gave it a name-the Neobaroque, and 
planned a fundamental study of it as a style (Zrub, 
9 et passim). It is in this aura that Lawrynenko's 
own style vigorously participates. And herein lies 
his most important value for us: it is through his 
style that he resurrects for us the atmosphere of 
the twenties. He brings us, as Khvyl'ovyi himself 
frequently put it, the flavor of their word.15
As we have seen, it is in the zone of 
situations of the limit that the cycle of death and 
resurrection occurs, driven by what Khvyl'ovyi 
called vitaizm—the life force—and by the energy 
of self-transcendence.16 The revolving pair of 
Eros and Thanatos is evident in the very titles of 
Lawrynenko's central books—the renaissance, 
executed by a firing squad to be resurrected again, 
and stumps that sprout new buds. Khvyl'ovyi,
15. See, for example, Khvyl'ovyi's “Arabesky’ in his Tvory v 
p’iatiokh tomakh (New York: Slovo, 1978), I, 397.
16. See “Literatura vitaizmu.”
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Ievhen Pluzhnyk, Oleksa Vlyz'ko, Mykola Zerov, 
Mykola Kulish and many other martyred and 
murdered writers are described in essays devoted 
to them as supermen who transcend their finitude.
But Lawrynenko has more problems with those 
heroes who survived the purges or were not purged 
at all. I have mentioned one such central hero—the 
great poet Pavlo Tychyna. The apotheosis of Tychyna 
was begun by Vasyl' Barka in his book Khliborobs'kyi 
Orfei abo kliarnetyzm (The Farmer Orpheus or 
Clarinetism),17 in whose very title an agricultural 
image is combined not only with a highly complex 
mythological figure, but also with a very modern 
instrument, which, moreover, is made to serve as an 
abstract concept by the suffix “-ism” (clarinetism). 
Doubtless, the various connotations of the word 
“clarinet” were realized by the poet himself (in Kyiv, 
in 1918), when he gave his earliest and perhaps best 
collection the title Soniachni klarnety (Clarinets of 
the Sun).18 Lawrynenko uses Barka's improvised 
term “kliarnetyzm” to construct an almost mystical 
definition of the spirit of Ukraine, which in 
Tychyna's texts enters into a synthesis with the best 
in Western European culture, and which contains 
and transcends Khvyl'ovyi's vitalism. (Tetiana 
Shestopalova has aptly analyzed this question.19) 
Lawrynenko supports his thesis with other 
improvised terms borrowed from the poet's imagery, 
such as “svitlorytm” (light-rhythm), somewhat 
irresponsibly suggesting that by this poetic device 
Tychyna precedes and supersedes the theories 
of Plank and Einstein (Purha, 147-148). Tychyna's 
dramatic betrayal of his genius and slippage into 
propagandistic doggerel, which has been variously 
interpreted by a number of scholars,20 Lawrynenko 
rather unclearly construes as the knight's mighty 
shield in his duel with evil (Zrub, 19-23 et passim). 
While the heroism of Tychyna, and especially
Ryl's'kyi and Sosiura, both of whom were hounded 
by the authorities, can at least be argued if not proved, 
the inclusion of one individual in Lawrynenko's 
Valhalla borders on bad faith. I have in mind the 
celebrated literary scholar Oleksandr Bilets'kyi.21 
Although this native Russian, born in Kazan, was
17. Vasyl' Barka: Khliborobs'kyi Orfei abo kliarnetyzm (Mu­
nich: "Suchasnist'. 1961).
18. Pavlo Tychyna, Soniachni klarnety (Kyiv: Siaivo, 1918).
19. See: Tetiana Shestopalova, Mifolohemy poezii Pavla Ty- 
chyny: Sproba interpretatsii (Luhans'k: Alma Mater, 2003).
20. See, for example, Hryhorii Hrabovych, Do istorii 
ukrains'koi literatury: Doslidzhennia, esei, polemika (Kyiv: 
Krytyka, 2003), 331-355.
21. He published two articles on Bilets'kyi [Zrub, 142-149,
Purha, 59-86], and frequently mentioned him in other texts.
Material from the former article is repeated in the latter.
deeply devoted to Ukrainian culture, throughout the 
Soviet period of his career he was careful not to step 
on the toes of the powers-that-be. And although he 
is not known to have denounced anybody (and he 
had some very politically problematic students and 
colleagues at Kharkiv University), he turned his wit 
against anything that was out of line, as for instance 
some emigre literary projects.22 But Bilets'kyi was 
Lawrynenko's unforgettable teacher. By repeatedly 
suggesting parallels between Bilets'kyi and 
Khvyl'ovyi, the critic implies that while the former 
was his mediator into the worlds of the artistic 
and the heroic, the latter was his mediator into the 
world of serious academic scholarship, for which 
he longed, but which he was never able to enter.
Lawrynenko has surprisingly little to say about 
Ukrainian literature before the twenties. He does 
discuss writers contemporaneous with the twenties 
but outside the “Pantheon”—emigres who escaped 
from Ukraine during or after the revolution and 
settled in the Czechoslovakia or in Poland.23 He also 
writes about a few younger diasporan writers, who 
were shaped during the Second World War, among 
them Oleksa Veretenchenko and Leonid Lyman, 
both originally from Kharkiv.24 Two things become 
immediately apparent in these articles. The first is 
that they are by far not as enthusiastic as his central 
texts on the twenties-the “flavor of the word” is 
evidently missing. And second, whenever at all 
possible, Lawrynenko connects his subjects with the 
twenties. Of the great emigre poet Evhen Malaniuk 
he writes: “The future historian of literature will not 
find it difficult to discover the psychological and 
stylistic links that unite in a single circle Malaniuk, 
Ianovs'kyi, Ryl's'kyi and Ellan” (Zrub, 161-162). 
He also puts Malaniuk's essays next to those of 
Khvyl'ovyi (Zrub, 163, 164). The title of the essay 
on another emigre poet in Prague reads: “Olena 
Teliha, Ahlaia of Ukrainian Poetry and Reality” 
(Zrub, 172). Ahlaia is the heroine of Khvyl'ovyi's 
novel Val'dshnepy (The Woodcocks). And writing 
about Leonid Lyman, the critic wonders how 
“the blossom of his poetry could bloom on the 
ashes of the Executed Renaissance” (Zrub, 198).
We see that Lawrynenko viewed all Ukrainian 
literature through the filter of the twenties. Why 
then did he greet so enthusiastically the arrival of
22. See, for example, his nasty and untrue implication about 
the funding of the Ukrainian Free Academy of Science in 
New York and his sneers at the diasporan Shevchenko studies: 
Zibtani pratsi v piaty tomakh (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1965), 
II, 310-312.
23. Articles on Iurii Darahan, Evhen Malaniuk, Olena Teliha 
and Oksana Liaturyns'ka in Zrub, 153-183.
24. Zrub, 194-199, 200-204.
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Yurii Lawrynenko, Iosyp Hirniak, and Mykola Herus, a writer, editor and producer of Ukrainian programs, as 
well as adviser and assistant manager of Ukrainian and Belarusian programming for Radio Liberty. From 1959 
to 1966, Lawrynenko worked at the Ukrainian desk of Radio Liberty, where he authored and hosted two series of 
programs.
a group of poets who came to the United States as 
children or young teenagers, and eventually called 
themselves not the Kharkiv but the New York 
Group? He devoted separate articles to most of us,25 
and loyally supported us in the face of ridicule and 
scorn by other critics of his own generation. There 
are several reasons for this. The most obvious is 
that he enjoyed the presence of young and fairly 
talented people, feeling rejuvenated in their 
company. He also welcomed the birth of a group 
of nineteen-year-old poets in New York which even 
other national diasporas envied—the Polish journal 
Kultura in Paris favorably compared us to a group 
of young Polish poets in London,26 and an emigre 
Russian critic in conversation with me unhappily 
noted that the youngest Russian poet in New York 
was nearing fifty. While welcoming such an event in 
itself, Lawrynenko almost imperceptibly attempted, 
both in print and in conversation, to point us in the 
“right" direction. When I published a deliberately 
“prosy" poem in free verse, he gently asked me why 
people write such stuff. In another conversation he
25. Two articles on Iurii Tarnavs'kyi, one each on Emma 
Andiievs'ka, Patrytsiia Kylyna, Bohdan Boichuk and Bohdan 
Rubchak. Zrub, 253-307..
26. Jozef Lobodowski, “Mlody las na obczyznie,” Kultura,
10, 1960, 50-57.
pointed out to me, with a smile, that in his youth 
Bazhan looked like an eagle and I look like an 
owl. This, I must admit, hurt me, until I carefully 
examined some photographs of young Bazhan and 
calmed down—it was only in Lawrynenko's oneiric 
memory that the poet appeared as that noble bird.
Lawrynenko's articles on members of the 
New York Group are much more prescriptive 
than descriptive. What is more, if we had taken 
our mentor's instructions to heart, we would have 
stopped writing altogether. After justly praising 
Emma Andiievs'ka's original use of language, 
Lawrynenko proceeds to draw rather forced 
parallels between her unique work and Iohansen, 
Tychyna and Bazhan (Zrub, 262). A chunk of the 
article on her is devoted to an impatient attack on 
surrealism, with which Andiievs'ka's work actually 
has very little in common (Zrub, 264). And then 
comes the metaphorical coda: “When a muddy 
influx from some other country enters the clear 
water of a native river, for a while the two streams 
flow next to each other, but soon they blend into 
a dirty gray current. I see two such streams in 
Andiievs'ka's present work. I want to believe with 
all my heart that the dirty inflow will drop its mud 
to the bottom" (Zrub, 266). So much for Tychyna's 
synthesis of native culture and Western modernism.
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Teodosii Os’machka (left) and Hryhorii Kostiuk. New Year’s Eve Party at Slovo, the Association of Ukrai­
nian Writers in Exile, Ukrainian Institute of America, 1959.
Lawrynenko had even more trouble with Iurii 
Tarnavs'kyi's poetry and prose, turning to it in two 
articles and several references in other texts. In one 
of these articles, after praising the writer's undeni­
able talent, he launched an assault against Sartre's 
existentialism, which admittedly had influenced 
the young Tarnavs'kyi, accusing it, and the writer 
himself, of pessimism, negativity, the adoration of 
death and night, the glorification of desolate lone­
liness (Zrub, 258-259)—in other words, motifs ex­
hibited not so much by existentialism as by good 
old Byronic romanticism, with a dash of later deca­
dence, from which Tarnavs'kyi is as distant as was 
Sartre himself. In his discussion of Tarnavs'kyi's 
collection with the ironic title Idealizovana biohrafi ia 
(Idealized Biography), Lawrynenko congratu­
lates the poet for refusing to substitute sex for 
the erotic, and proceeds to lecture him on the po­
etry of the Troubadours and—lo and behold—on 
the love lyrics of Volodymyr Sosiura (Zrub, 275).
Lawrynenko's love affair with the New York 
Group was based, as many love affairs are, on a 
series of misunderstandings. But it was a real love 
affair nonetheless. His warm, open heart, love 
of literature, and boundless love of life, became 
for us a bridge between the American streets of 
our daily lives and our dream of Ukraine. An­
other such close friend was the celebrated actor
Iosyp Hirniak. They were the last knights of the 
twenties, living embodiments of a glorious era.
Toward the end of his productive life, Law- 
rynenko found a new young lover—far less com­
plicated and more congenial than we were. I have 
in mind the poets of the sixties in Ukraine: Lina 
Kostenko, Iryna Zhylenko, Ivan Drach, Vitalii Koro- 
tych, Mykola Vinhranovs'ky. His article on them is 
a hymn, sung in full Neobaroque voice, to the true 
heirs of the twenties (Zrub, 308-324). And yet we 
find an incredible sentence in it: “They do not copy 
the poets of the executed renaissance. They are far 
removed from both the literariness of the neokliasyky 
and the ideological encumbrance of the romantics 
of vitaizm” (Zrub, 321). This single sentence hints 
at the possibility, with the rebirth of contemporary 
Ukraine, of Lawrynenko demythologizing his dis­
tant youth and thus cancelling, or at least drastically 
reducing, his displacement. He would have found, 
with us, that Iuliia is not Ahlaiia, and Serhii Zhadan 
is not Khvyl'ovyi. He would have shared with us 
our joys and disappointments with contemporary 
Ukraine. But illness and death did not permit this.
So we honor him as he was—a scholar, a critic, but 
first and foremost, a great writer and a loving heart.
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